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Abstract

There is growing evidence that many smallholder farmers can benefit from market-oriented agriculture. However, smallholders often face a number of barriers to accessing the markets. Smallholder market access is much cited as a factor that exacerbates the smallholder situation but little researched. This issue cannot be addressed completely without taking a holistic perspective that also takes into account the global trends in economic transformation that have a direct bearing on the current smallholder market access situation. A growing number of scholars advocate the need for an institutional analysis in trying to understand these issues.

1. INTRODUCTION

In response to global trends in economic reforms, South Africa has embarked on a process of review of its policies regarding food production and marketing. The past years of economic reforms in South Africa have increasingly acknowledged a need for improving the access of resource-poor farmers to land, water and institutional support systems as a means of combating rural poverty. Policies of the old system created a scope for the agricultural sector to be dominated by large commercial farms that are owned by a relatively small number of individuals.

The South African situation has a potential for more complexity because small-scale agriculture has a history of dependency. Farmers (especially those based in the huge former homeland irrigation schemes) had become accustomed to the profound support provided by the parastatal organizations which managed most of the irrigation schemes in the country. These parastatals used to finance all the activities of the farmers and would market their produce, leaving the plot holders in a role no more than that of labourers. However, they were also expected to carry the risk in case anything happened to the crop.

There is a high potential for smallholders to derive livelihoods from market-oriented agriculture. However, smallholders often face a number of barriers to accessing the markets. Poor households are often ill-equipped to respond to rapidly changing market conditions and, in some cases, have seen old production strategies undermined by new competition without being able to take advantage of the new opportunities provided by liberalisation policies (Killick et al, 2000) e.g. the smallholder revitalisation process in South Africa. The response of smallholder agricultural production to marketing liberalisation has thus so far been mixed.
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2. GLOBAL MARKET REFORMS AND THE DEVELOPING WORLD

The last 50 years of development economics have seen hopes for global development raised high and dashed time and again. While there has been positive, sometimes even impressive, growth in many countries, in most of the world experience has not matched expectations. The accumulations of physical capital and human capital, liberalization and privatisation have all been proposed as elixirs of growth. While all these arguments have some merit, by themselves, they are incomplete solutions to the problem of development. The essential ingredient that might catalyse the ingredients mentioned above into a thriving economy is good governance (Azfar, 2002). It should be recognized that poor rural households may be affected by these trends in a variety of capacities: as consumers, agricultural producers, suppliers of labour and producers of non-tradable goods and services (including some agricultural products) demanded by surplus-producing agricultural households.

Two decades ago, major markets in many developing countries were controlled by governments. Monopolistic parastatal marketing agencies were typically responsible for both the delivery of agri-inputs and the marketing of agricultural produce, through a network of distribution outlets and marketing depots, and at prices (usually pan-territorial) that were determined in advance. Marketing of agricultural products in South Africa was also done through the so-called Marketing Boards e.g. Maize Board, Wheat Board etc.

The so-called Berg report published by the World Bank in 1981, which called for a move away from state intervention in economic activity and a freeing of markets, had a major role in influencing the path for economic development. This is in conformity with the findings of Dorward et al (1998), IFAD (2003), Jayne et al (2002), Kherallah and Kirsten (2002) and Killick et al (2000). Its aim was to unleash the creative forces of private entrepreneurship, in particular within smallholder agriculture and indigenous trading systems. With respect to agricultural marketing systems, the Berg report argued that state marketing organizations should be reformed, so as to operate on a sounder commercial basis, and that the private sector should be permitted to enter marketing systems to provide competition and encourage efficiency (Dorward et al, 1998).

2.1 Market Failures

Early arguments for greater involvement of the private sector in agricultural marketing centred largely on the inefficiencies of past state provision and the difficulties of improving the quality of services provided by the state sector. In the agricultural sector these programs were designed to eliminate price controls on agricultural commodities, disband or privatise state farms and state-owned enterprises, reduce the heavy taxation of agricultural exports, phase out subsidies on fertiliser and other inputs, and allow greater competition in agricultural markets (Kherallah et al, 2002). Kherallah goes further to say that the pace and extent of reforms have varied widely across countries, and the reforms have often not been implemented fully.
There was a very high expectation on the potential of the private sector to provide the services previously provided by state organs. In practice, and in retrospect not surprisingly, the emergence of private-sector market intermediaries (ranging from small-scale informal traders to large, often foreign owned, agro-processors) to fill the vacuum left by the withdrawal of the state has generally been less smooth and less rapid than expected. In this rapidly evolving context, the policy and institutional frameworks established by governments of developing countries have not been consistently supportive of private-sector-led market development (Ibid). Market failures occur when costs and benefits that guide individuals/private sector differ from those that are economically optimal for society as a whole. This can result, for instance, from: private investors being unable to obtain benefit from certain investment because they cannot stop `free-riders'; individuals/companies having incentive to impose costs of pollution to others; and information not being equally available to buyers and sellers of particular goods or an over-concentrated market.

The effects of market failures may include, among others: under-investment in essential goods and services by the private sector, presence of sub-standard seed and agro-chemicals to buyers as well as environmental damage, especially in situation of lack of clear property rights definition. In such cases of market failure, Government may intervene in several ways including: investing in rural infrastructure; regulating to counter pollution of water-courses or other environmentally damaging practices; assisting with funding research into untraded or non-hybrid crops or into farming systems or resource conservation where private sector organisations find it difficult to realise a return; reducing anti-competitive behaviour; regulating to reduce risk in food safety; funding services and regulation to minimise threats of epidemics among animals. The Government will also seek to strengthen the efficiency of service provision by targeting those most in need of support, principally the resource-poor and emerging farmers.

2.2 Market Reforms and Smallholders

Although most of the changes in agricultural and food markets are taking place in the developed countries, they have far-reaching implications for agricultural development efforts in developing countries (Kirsten and Sartorius, 2002). It should also be noted that the majority of the rural poor are smallholder farmers. According to Kherralah et al (2002), the evidence on the impact of agricultural market reforms on poverty is mixed.

There is evidence that such liberalization, privatization and tax reforms in fact created serious instability, inequity and inefficiency, because they were carried out without the regulatory and legal frameworks, and government rules and structures, that make banking systems, corporate governance, and tax collection work effectively in advanced industrial countries (Azfar, 2002). The combined effects of liberalization of agricultural markets and globalization have generally increased economic differentiation among communities and households. By virtue of their location, asset base and levels of organization, some communities – and some households within communities – have succeeded in responding to new market opportunities, and have been able to increase their incomes, in some cases
substantially (IFAD, 2003). With the withdrawal of the state from agricultural marketing, a new – and highly uncertain environment has been created, in which prices, whether for selling produce or purchasing inputs, are now largely negotiated. New commercial relations must be struck with a myriad of suppliers and buyers. For some farmers, this has created major new opportunities; for others, it has created major problems. Smallholder farmers are ill equipped to benefit from the new market environment. They face enormous constraints in physically accessing markets. They also lack information about markets, business and negotiating experience, and a collective organisation to give them the power they need to interact on equal terms with other – generally larger, stronger market intermediaries. The result is poor terms of exchange and little influence over what they are offered (Heinemann, 2002).

Peasant producers have veered away from production of traditional export crops and commercial staple foods in rural areas remote from roads and urban markets. Non-agricultural income diversification has been substituted in the search for much-needed cash earnings (Bryceson, 2002). In other words, as IFAD (2003) put it, smallholder producers find themselves in a world entirely unlike the one they faced two decades ago.

According to Kherallah et al (2002), if agricultural reforms in Africa are to fulfill the high expectations of their proponents, improvement will have to be made in four areas. First, the task of liberalizing agricultural markets must be completed. Secondly, complementary policies in other sectors are needed to enhance the benefits of the reforms and alleviate the negative effects. Thirdly, the withdrawal of the state from commercial activities should not be interpreted as withdrawal from its essential role in providing public goods. Finally, the government can play a role in promoting nongovernmental institutions in the agricultural sector.

2.3 Agricultural Market Reforms in South Africa

The process of deregulation in South Africa began some time before the first democratic election in the country in 1994. While the changes were not as dramatic as those in other parts of the world, they were felt by the entire population. Agriculture is integrally tied to everyone because changes in agriculture can result in quantity and price fluctuations in the food supply. It could be seen as a major paradigm shift whereby the responsibility for marketing of agricultural products shifted from marketing control boards to producers. The control boards used to control the marketing of a particular commodity in a prescribed manner. A total of 23 Control Boards were established, a framework which was then systematically dissolved. Much of the process was managed through a National Agricultural Marketing Council (NAMC), which was created under the Marketing of Agricultural Products Act of 1996. The 1996 Act states its objectives explicitly in Section 2, where it spells out the conditions under which any statutory measures are to be allowed. These include; increased market access for all market participants; the promotion of efficiency in the marketing of agricultural products; optimisation of export earnings from agricultural products; enhancing the viability of the agricultural sector. The main objective of the NAMC was to investigate market access for disadvantaged market participants and to make recommendations to integrate them into commercial
agriculture. It lists participants in the disadvantaged groups into four categories as: subsistence farmers, newly emergent participants, those in transition / semi-commercial and commercial farmers. While the NAMC states its main focus as being set on groups 2 and 3, to lead them into a commercial efficient agricultural system, it stresses that particular attention will be given to subsistence farmers because of the possible impact envisaged on their food security (Groenewald, 1999).

Vink and Kirsten (2000), found ample empirical evidence that deregulation of agricultural marketing in South Africa, brought net welfare gains for commercial agriculture and therefore for the entire nation. Food prices declined, investment in agriculture increased, higher production per hectare was achieved, and farmers began producing higher value crops. However, they caution that this does not necessarily mean that smallholders have enjoyed these gains because of a number of constraints that inhibit smallholder access to agricultural markets in South Africa. Hypothesized problems usually include infrastructure, market access, credit, organizational structures, suitability of technology and managerial capacity of the farmers.

3. OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS FOR SOUTH AFRICAN SMALLHOLDERS

3.1 The Value of Market Access for Smallholders

In most of sub-Saharan Africa, there appears little immediate prospect of rural industrialization or other non-farm engines of growth, so smallholder agriculture is likely to remain the major source of rural growth and livelihood improvement for some time (Dorward et al., 1998). Within this situation, cash crops have a key role to play. Development of smallholder cash crop production has the potential to bring direct benefits to a large number of farm households within a given district or region. Even households that do not benefit directly may reap indirect benefits through increased demand for hired labour (often a valuable source of income for the poorest).

Rural people in Africa, especially the poor, often say that one reason they cannot improve their living standards is that they face difficulties of accessing markets where they can obtain agricultural inputs and consumer goods and sell the produce that they grow (Heinemann, 2002). A major reason why even those farmers who can produce a surplus remain trapped in the poverty cycle is lack of access to profitable markets. All too often farmers are forced to sell to the buyer of convenience at whatever price that buyer dictates (IITA, 2001).

According to the IFAD (2003), the issue of market access can be considered according to three dimensions: physical access to markets (distances, costs etc.); structure of the markets (asymmetry of relations between farmers, market intermediaries and consumers); and producers’ lack of skills, information and organisation (understanding of the market, prices, bargaining etc.) From this perspective, the integration process of the emerging farmers should not be viewed in a narrow context of only allocating land and water, but in a broader perspective that embeds the access to these resources in an overall economic framework that include access to markets, credit, extension, etc.
3.2 Market Access Barriers and Smallholders Activities

In their dealings with the market, smallholder farmers find themselves at a major disadvantage. Many do not well understand the market, how it works and why prices fluctuate; they have little or no information on market conditions and prices; they are not organized collectively; and they have no experience of market negotiation (IITA, 2001 also cf. Freeman and Silim (2001) as well as Heinemann (2002). Smallholder farmers in Sub-Saharan Africa face a range of marketing and exchange problems, among which informational constraints are high on the list. Producers experience a weak bargaining position vis-à-vis traders because often they do not have timely access to salient and accurate information on prices, locations of effective demand, preferred quality characteristics of horticultural produce, nor on alternative marketing channels. In addition, most of the literature related to smallholder agricultural marketing e.g. Dorward et al (1998), Freeman and Silim (2001), IFAD (2003), Jayne et al (2002), Kherallah and Kirsten (2002) and Killick et al (2000), reiterates that the problem of market access is linked to the following constraints: price risk and uncertainty, difficulties of contract enforcement, insufficient numbers of middlemen, cost of putting small dispersed quantities of produce together, inability to meet standards. Other compounding problems relate to physical market access like physical infrastructure – roads, market facilities, power and electricity.

Barriers to market access and information flows may be structural and behavioral. Structural barriers of a horizontal nature may be gender, family, educational levels, ethnicity and other social factors. Information that is available to rural communities may not be equally distributed, and smaller scale producers and those distanced further from the market are more disadvantaged. Vertical characteristics include personalized repeat dealing (clientisation), exclusivity, trust and reputation effects. The current significance of personalised relations in developing economies is receiving new research interest. Analysis of imperfect market coordination in developing economies, and the solutions proposed to the problems and imperfections identified, must take account of these fundamental structural features of markets and behavioral characteristics of individuals and firms. (Wye, 2003)

To overcome these problems, farming communities have formed cooperatives, collective marketing associations, and other mutual alliances to increase their buying and selling power in the market place. Larger commercial players have also been active, forming mutually beneficial alliances with farmers supplying marketable products at agreed prices. Clearly, it is only by such means that most developing country farmers can move from a poverty cycle to an income cycle, and begin to make a real contribution to overall economic development (IITA, 2001). Other options explored in literature include warehouse receipt systems e.g. Coulter and Onumah (2001); contract farming e.g. Kirsten and Sartorius (2002); rural assembling point system e.g. Freeman and Silim (2001). Other firms embark on a process specifically termed: vertical integration, where specific arrangements with different players at all stages of a product processing are made,
resulting in a value adding chain. The South African situation is much the same because the private sector is striving to fill the gap left by parastatal organisations.

4. THE NEW INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH
4.1 The Need for Institutional Analysis

While reforms in the land and water laws are currently high on the agenda as a means of redressing imbalances of the past, there is a growing concern about access of resource-poor farmers to institutional support services such as credits, extension, and especially the entrance of these small farmers to agricultural markets (input and output markets) from which they have been eliminated for too long. The potential for market orientation by small-scale irrigators on a sustainable basis cannot be ruled out. It remains critical on a number of issues, of which the creation of marketing opportunities and institutional support systems that facilitate integration of small farmers into national economic system are important. There is a need for improving access to institutions so as to remove current distortions in the agricultural markets, facilitate the flow of information and functional markets mechanisms that allow competition and market entrance by emerging farmers, so as to enable them to get a share of market generated efficiency gains. Much current policy advice focuses on the effects of policy distortions, but inadequate attention is given to the serious, embedded institutional deficiencies that limit many smallholder areas from taking advantage of market opportunities e.g. lack of information, adequate contract systems etc. These institutional deficiencies require intensive, and long term, attention if globalisation is to offer opportunities for smallholder development (Kydd, 2002).

Kherallah and Kirsten (2002) argue that the frequent occurrence of market failure and incomplete markets (because of higher transaction costs and information asymmetries) in developing countries cannot be explained by conventional neo-classical economics and requires an institutional analysis. In addition to the many applications of the NIE framework to input market failure it can also now be argued that the rapid changes in the food and agricultural sector in developing countries in the aftermath of market liberalization and government devolution provides an additional and probably much more fertile terrain for the application of the NIE framework (Ibid).

4.2 The NIE Analysis

New Institutional Economics (NIE) is concerned fundamentally with problems of market coordination, and the incentives for economic agents to devise institutional responses to problems of market imperfections (Dorward et al, 1998). NIE encompasses a number of disciplines like law, sociology and history which is increasingly recognized as a formidable tool for analysing different issues of development interest. NIE analysis begins from a distinction between the physical transformation activities by which people use assets (or asset combinations) to produce goods or services, and the human transaction activities by which people hold and exchange assets, goods and services and combine them to allow desired physical transformations (Morrison et al, 2000). Key concepts are uncertainty, the transaction costs of contracting through market exchange,
the role of institutions in reducing costs, and their influence on the organisation and development of economic activity.

North argues that in a close traditional village community, transaction costs between villagers are low: people know about each others’ activities and reliability while social relations and structures both encourage people to keep agreements and also provide mechanisms for enforcing agreements and resolving disputes. For development to proceed, however, people need to trade between communities and with the wider national and international economies. This requires institutional environments and institutional arrangements that are effective in reducing the transaction costs and risks of increasingly complex and distant forms of trade and property rights (Morrison et al., 2000). That is because traders will have to rely on informal trading networks to provide information and to defend each other if cheated or threatened by non-members. The transaction cost economics is especially relevant for agricultural market analysis in developing countries and the changes in the agricultural sector in general. As the agricultural sector becomes a more globalised and deregulated industry, the transaction becomes the unit of analysis. This implies that transaction cost economics can potentially offer useful insights to agricultural policy research in these countries (Kherallah and Kirsten, 2002).

5. SMALLHOLDER MARKET ACCESS IN SOUTH AFRICA

The marketing situation in South Africa’s small-scale irrigation sub-sector, exhibits a number of diverging issues. For most of the smallholders in South Africa, access to a good physical infrastructure might not be the main problem as the roads are relatively well developed. However other barriers related to institutional factors may be responsible for the apparent lack of access to markets. Understanding these issues requires a methodology that will facilitate inclusion of all the different situations or types of situations. This is more important because there is evidence that marketing constraints differ across schemes. As can be observed, the smallholder farmers in South Africa employ diverging tactics in trying to access markets. The following categories are formulated according to common trends that are characteristic of the different situations and should be thought of in relation to those observed in literature. These can be categorized as:

1. Semi-active marketing as a result of hypothesized constraints that include lack of transport, long distance from markets, amongst others e.g. Arabie Irrigation Scheme.
2. Farm gate sales where buyers are attracted to the farming area. Buyers range from reselling small and medium entrepreneurs from the village and surrounding areas, as well as individuals buying for household consumption e.g. Boschkloof Irrigation Scheme.
3. Organised transportation and active sales where farmers actively organize marketing of their produce, not only in selling but also transporting the produce to the potential buyers e.g. Sepitsi Scheme.
4. Contracted growers who have pre-arranged markets and prices before the produce is harvested. They are sometimes even contracted to other large-scale producers with assured markets e.g. sugar cane growers in Komati/Lomati basin.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

South Africa’s development policy focuses on economic growth, reducing income inequalities and eliminating poverty. The challenge is to make sure that agriculture in South Africa contributes to these policy objectives.

However, to determine policy priorities to address poverty and food insecurity, and to assess the role that agriculture can play in South Africa’s effort, it is necessary to understand how people in rural areas create livelihoods. Literature related to smallholder agricultural production shows that increasing production is one approach to improving farm incomes and food availability, but an additional strategy with considerable promise is that of making better use of what is already produced. Improving post-harvest handling, marketing, and storage has not received the attention warranted. Some losses are inevitable, but reducing loss will translate to an increase in farmer incomes and total food availability without using additional natural resources.

Supportive policies to lower the transaction costs implicit in smallholder crop production will require significant institutional innovation. In Africa's changing political and fiscal environment, many of these institutions will involve decentralization and privatization of functions once thought to be more appropriate to parastatal activity. In part, they will involve grass-roots producer organization, in part trader associations. Such institutions will need to be able to function within market principles, yet also to deal with the public-goods-nature of some of the issues. They will need to facilitate the integration of the production, marketing, and retailing functions of the marketing chains.
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